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The formation process of Sanpō-gakuso
YAMADA Jumpei
In this study I considered the formative process of Sanp?-gakuso ???? which consists of Nanto-gakunin ????, 
Tenn?ji-gakunin ????? and Ky?to-gakunin ????. After the ?nin War (????-????), the system whereby Nanto-
gakunin and Ky?to-gakunin served the Imperial court continued without changing from the prewar, although the scale was 
reduced. Tenn?ji-gakunin came to serve the Imperial Court from the Tensh? era (????-????) because Nanto-gakunin and 
Ky?to-gakunin had became unstable. By the assignment of Tenn?ji-gakunin, it became possible to have performances by 
more than ?? musicians. In the Keich? era (????-????), Sanp?-gakuso came also to serve H?kokusha ??? shrine as well as 
the Imperial Court. At the time, the H?kokusha was the center of the system of Sanp?-gakuso. The scale of the musician 
rallied by H?kokusha was also going to be being taken by rites of the Edo shogunate. Sanp?-gakuso was formed in order to 
serve both the Imperial Court and warrior government.
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